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We study properties of the polynomials Ok(X) which appear in the formal 
development 1 I;- o (a + bX’)‘” = xkiO tir(X) ar ‘6’. where rk E L’ and r = 1 ri. 
This permits us to obtain the coefftcients of all cyclotomic polynomials. Then we 
use these properties to expand the cyclotomic numbers G,(i) = rIf : (a + bc” )“‘. 
where p is a prime, l is a primitive pth root of I. a, b E ,’ and 1 <r <p - 3. 
modulo powers of c- I (until (< ~ I)““-” r ). This gives more information than 
the usual logarithmic derivative. Suppose that pkab(a + b). Let m = -b/a. We 
prove that G,(T) = cp modp(< - I )I for some CE P, if and only if 
\‘[=I 1 kP-2 rmk E 0 (modp). We hope to show in this work that this result is 
useful in the study of the first case of Fermat’s last theorem. 
Let p be a prime number, p > 5, and r be a primitive pth root of the unity. 
In this introduction we mention certain facts on Q(r) in connection with 
Fermat’s Last Theorem. They led us to search for a more adequate 
expansion of the cyclotomic number 
j’, (a+b{k)kr, a,bEJ, rEN. 
In Section I we give a generalization of Newton’s Theorem on Binomial 
Expansion by studying the properties of the polynomials #Jx) such that 
/I; (a + bXk)Q = 1‘ qdk(X) a’ kbh, 
ky0 
where ro, r, ,..., r, are integers and r = r,, + . . . + r,. 
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The polynomials dk(X) are particularly useful in calculations with 
cyclotomic numbers. As an example we obtain the coefficients of the m- 
cyclotomic polynomial, m > 2. 
The facts that motivate our study of the polynomials #k(X) are the 
following (we denote B, the kth Bernoulli number defined by r/(e’ - 1) = 
C;“-. (B,/k!) tk): 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a, 6, c E Z and let us suppose that ap + bP = c”. 
Then for all r odd and 1 < r <p - 4 we have either p] B,. + , or 
ni:: (a + b<k)k’ = ap for some a E L [r]. 
We note that in Proposition 1, no hypothesis whatsoever is made about 
the divisibility of a, b, c by p and no cyclotomic units are involved. 
Let h = h,h* be the class number of Q(r) (h, the “second factor”). 
PROPOSITION 2. p I h, if and only if there exists an even integer r, 2 < r < 
p - 3, and an element a E .Z I&j] such that 
P-I 
! 1, (1 - {‘)‘r = ap. 
PROPOSITION 2’. Let g be a primitive root module p and S(c) = 1 t r t 
{’ + ... + rKP ‘. Then p 1 h, if and only if there exists an even integers r, 
2 < r < p - 3, and a E L [{I such that 
P-1 
,IJl 4P)“’ = a’. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let us suppose that pJih,, and that a, b, c E L are such 
that ap t bP = cp. Then for all r even, 2 < r < p - 3, we have 
P- 1 
[ ! ,  @+btklk’= forsomea E Z[r], s E N. 
In Section II we use the results of Section I to expand the cyclotomic 
number .D = fl,P:i (a t brk)k’. In particular we prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. If pl;ab(a + b) and m = -b/a modp then in order that 
there exists q E Z with 27 = qp modp(< - 1)2 it is necessary and sufficient 
that Ckp:: k Pm2-‘mk E 0 modp. 
(The theorem remains true if p( 1 - <)’ is replaced by p( 1 - <) or by p). 
We would like to point out that the necessity of this condition can be 
proven using logarithmic derivative. But we think that our expantion of .ri 
gives us a better knowledge of this number. 
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We make the following remarks (recall that for all a E L ]<I, ap = q mod p 
for some q E Z). 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, give us the Kummer- 
Mirimanoff congruences: ptabc, ap + bP = cp and m c -b/a modp imply 
p 1 
B r+, \‘ kP~2~rmkzOmodp 
k:l 
for all r odd 1 <r<p-4. 
Remark 2. If for some even integer r, 2 < r <p - 3, and some q E Z we 
have ng:: (1 - c”/l - {)kr= q modp then p(B,-,-,. (We have proven this 
by using logarithmic derivative; we think the converse is true, see a proof for 
the case in which 2 is a primitive root modp in Section II of this work). 
Thus Proposition 2 gives the following result of Kummer: If pJ h, then for 
some n even, 2,<n<p-3, we havep]B,. 
Remark 3. Suppose that the converse of the affirmation in Remark 2 is 
true, and suppose pth,. Let a, b, c and m be as in Remark 1. From 
Theorem 1 and Propositions 1 and 3 we can conclude that if n is an even 
integer 2 < n <p - 3 such that p divides B,, then J7kp: : k” ‘mh = 0 mod p. 
I believe that the hypothesis given in Remark 3 is not necessary. We 
observe that from Remarks 1 and 3 its easy to obtain the Mirimanoff 
congruences: 
P- 1 P-1 
\‘ kn-lmk \‘ kP-l-nm 
k:l k-1 
2 6 n < (p - 1)/2. 
Finally we recall Vandiver’s conjecture: pl;h,(p) for all p, 
I. POLYNOMIALS GENERALIZING BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
Let ro, r, ,..., r, E L and let A, B, X be indeterminates. In this Section, we 
study the polynomials #k(X) such that 
(A + B)‘o (A + BX)rl . . . (A + BX”)‘n = x tik(X) A r -ABk. 
k>O 
where r-r,+ ... +r,. 
The coefficients #k(X) of that formal development have properties similar 
to the binomial coefficients (T). We are principally interested in extending 
the identity (z) = m(m - 1) ... (m - k + 1)/k! to polynomials, since the 
former are useful both in calculations and in questions of divisibility. 
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We believe that Definition 1 and Propositions 1. 2 and 3 are the most 
useful for the applications. We then show that the polynomials tik(X) 
generalize (in a certain sense) the Gaussians polynomials. 
This section ends in an application, the calculation of the coeffkients of 
the cyclotomic polynomials. 
In the usual way, given that r E L, we define (h) = 1 and (L) = 
r(r- 1) ... (r-k+ 1)/k!, k> 1. 
k will represent the set (0, 1, 2,...). In order to simplify notations we 
define the sets 
A; = ((lo, I, ,..., 1,) E IN”+‘: I, + 1, + ... + I, = k}, k,nE l-d, 
B, = {(I,, I, ,..., Ik) E Nk: I, + 21, + ..+ + kl, = k), k E N\{O;,. 
Elements (I, ,.,., I,) E Ai or (I, ,..., Ik) E B, will be denoted by 1 Let X, Y be 
indeterminates and 
P(X) = r. + r, X + s-. + r,X” E L [X]\{O). 
The following identities between formal power series are valid: 
= exp 
[ 
log [‘I (1 -+ YXi)rl 1 = exp 2 yi log( 1 t YX’) i-0 i -0 
” 
= exp Y. yi \‘ (-qj+’ (Yxiy ----= 
J 
exp \’ 
(-l)i+’ Y,’ p(xj) 
j>l .i> I j 
_]t\- \‘ 
I 
C-1) kt/,t”‘tfk 
kyl Tzk 
lx] P(X’)‘i] Yk. 
I,! I,! . . . I,! 2’” ... klk j-, 
DEFINITION 1. For all P(X) = T(, + rl X + . . . t r,X” E Z [Xl\(O} and all 
k E N, we define the polynomial [ ‘(,y’ ] E H [X ] as 
t-11 k+!,+...t/k 
= 
&, I , !  I , !  
T”I P(Xj)‘J. . . . I,! 2’2 3’” . . . k’k i=, 
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We agree that the last sum takes the value 1 if k = 0; that is, [ “;‘I 1 = 1. We 
define 1 i J = ( E ). We have 
!Ii (1 + YX’)‘, = exp ,T, v P(X’) Y’ 
= \‘ 
ky,, 
(1) 
Observations. ( 1) For P(X) E n\l [XI and k E R\J the polynomials 1 “y’ 1 
can be defined inductively by using the identity 
(2) If P(X) E N (Xl and k > P( 1) then I “\‘I ) = 0. This is an 
immediate consequence of Definition 1 and the fact that ( ; ) = 0 if 0 < r < k. 
(3) If Y E Z andj, k E PJ then [‘:‘I = ( ; ) Xih. in particular. [ ; I = ( ; ). 
thus the polynomials [ ‘\?‘) 1 generalize the binomial coefficients. 
The following propositions can be easily proven by using Definition 1 and 
formula (1). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P(X) = Y(, + r, X + ... + r,,X” E F,JIXI and A, B, X 
indeterminates; therl 
(A f B)“) (A + BX)r’ ... (A + BX”)‘tr = 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P(X), Q(X) E L [Xl and k E AJ, then 
PROPOSITION 3. Let P(X) E L [X] and k E n, therz 
+-;‘ (-l)/p(p+‘) fY*) , 1, I I k-l 
(b) & 1’:) ] = ;- (-1)” 1 X’ I~‘(~/) [ ;y) 1. 
17, 
Observations. (1) From Proposition 1 we have ( 1 + Y)( 1 + YX) ... 
(1 + YX”p’)=C;=O [‘+.Y+‘;~tA”~‘] Y’; on the other hand, we know 
that (l+Y)(l+YX)~~~(l+YX”-‘)=~~~,,(:}X’(’~”’Y’, where {T} 
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represents the Gaussian polynomial (1 -X”)(l -X”-‘) ... (1 -X’lpki’)/ 
(1 -X)(1 -X2) a.. (1 -X”). Thus we have that { ~}Xk’k~‘)!Z = 
, I t.Y+ .i.. txn-1 1. In this sense the polynomials ] ‘?‘I, which we call 
combinatory polynomials, are a generalization of the Gaussian polynomials. 
(2) Proposition 2 generalizes Euler’s formula (a:b)=C,kO (T)(k”,). 
(3) Proposition 3(a) can be used to define the polynomials [ ‘I;y’], 
P(X) E Z]X], by induction on k. 
(4) Finally we wish to point out that a function o can be defined such 
that the identity 
P(X)(P(X) - o)(P(X) - 20) .a. (P(X) - (k - 1) CI) 
k! 
makes sense. 
An Application of Combinatory Polynomials: Calculation of the Cogflcients 
of the Cyclotomic Polynomials 
Let m > 2 be an integer, a a primitive mth root of unity and f,,,(X) the 
minimal polynomial of a. 
If K is a reduced system of residues modulo m and ‘1: lh -+ (0, 1 } is the 
function defined by 
we have that 
v(j) = 1 if jEK. 
=o if j&K, 
f,(X) = 11 (X- ak) = 11 (X - akpk’ 
keR k>l 
@(ml) ktl,t...tlk k 
= F7 xa+Wk(-1)k \l (-I) 
k:O f& I , !  . . . I , !  2’2 . . . k’k IL! rr(a’)” 
from Proposition 1 (with A =X, B = -1, X = a), where T,(a’) = 
Ck>, v(k) ajk = CkcK ajk is the trace of aj with respect to Q(a)/Q; 7’,.( 1) = 
4(m), 4 being Euler’s function. It is known that (see Lang’s “Algebra,” for 
example): 
(i) If n = p;lp;* .. . p:s; where p1 ,...,p, are distinct primes and 
Y, ,..., rs > 1, then 
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(ii) If p is a prime number and p{n, thenf,,(X) =fn(X”)lfn(X). From 
(i) and (ii) it follows easily that T,(a) =,u(m), where ,u is the Mobius 
function. 
If we call (m,j) the greatest common divisor of the integers m and j, it 
follows from field theory that 
T,.(d) = (j> 1): 
in fact, aj is a primitive m/(m, j)th root of unity and 
lQ(a):Q(a'>l= lQ(a):Ql+ lQ(d:Ql=ti(m)+@ 
Using (i) and the fact that for any odd number n the equalityf,,(X) =f,,(-X) 
is true, the problem o finding the coefficients off,(X) can be reduced to the 
case in which m =pl . e e ps with s odd (i.e., p(m) = -I). For this situation we 
have a formula which is simpler: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let m = p, pz . .. ps, where s is odd and p, ,.... ps are 
distinct primes. If we write f,,,(X) = CzL.:’ C,JO(m’~k, then 
c,= \’ 1 I’] (1 -pi)lP,t’9Ji+‘%,+ “‘. 
T~k I,! I,! ..’ l,! 2’2 ..’ k’k iz, 
Prooj This follows from the fact that the functions p ad p are 
multiplicative and from the formulas given above. 
Proposition 3(a) permits us to find recurrence formulas for the coefficients 
C, (m being fixed). 
II. APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF 
FERMAT'S LAST THEOREM 
Let P(X) = rO + r, X + . .s + r,X” E N [Xl. Q(X) = P( 1) - P(X) # 0 and 
m E Q. From Propositions 1 and 2 of Section I we have 
(1 -m)‘“(l -mX)‘l . . . (1 -mF)‘n 
(-m)h = 
‘<” P( 1) + (-Q(X), 
co k I 
(-?n)A 
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Let p > 5 be a prime number and c a primitive pth root of the unity; we 
have 
(1 -m)‘“(l -m<)” ‘.. (1 -m<n)r, 
= (2) 
Note that if ~]t then Q(<‘) = Q(1) = 0. To simplify the notations we shall 
make the convention that 
(Q(t’N” = (Q(~‘N”l.,z, = 1 for all t E N. 
Let u, b E L and 1 < r <p - 3. We have seen in the Introduction that, in 
the study of Fermat’s conjecture, it is important to know when the number 
G(5) = nf:,’ (a + br’)” ’ IS a pth power of a cyclotomic number. In this 
section we find a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
q E Z such that G(r) = qp modp(r - l)* and we shall see that this condition 
in turn is necessary for the existence of a E Z [<I such that G(r) = ap. 
Let A = r - 1. We know that in the ring Z[<], I. is a prime element, the 
conjugates of A are associates of A and p = (r - I)(<’ - 1) . +. (r”- ’ - 1) = 
r:AP-‘, where F is a unit. We shall work in the localization Z]t],,,; elements 
of this ring will be called A-integers. Formula (2) above will allow us a good 
understanding of the numbers G(r) modulo powers of ,I. Since our main 
interest is the study of the equation G(c) = ap, it is plain that we have 
nothing to lose by study numbers of the form 
P-1 
,I-], (a + bt)“, where ri = i’ mod p 
instead of the numbers G(5). 
The following lemmas can be easily proven. Recall that the power of p 
that divides I! is C?, [I/p.‘], w h ere [x] is the integral part of the number IX]. 
LEMMA 1. Let u E Z[<]\AZl(], then there exists q E L such that ap - 
qp modpA*. 
LEMMA 2. Let /EN. 1=a,+a,p+~~~+a,p” with O<ai<p-1, 
then A’/I! is a A-integer and Aantal+‘~‘+a~ / A’/[!; ,Ial~+‘~‘+on+‘{A.i//!. 
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LEMMA 3. Let m. n, q E N be such that pm >p”q, pj’q. Therl 
P m-n / ( ;n;));pm~n+‘l(( in;). 
Let r, s E N, 1 < r <p - 3 and g a primitive root module p. We have 
gp’ = g modp (thus gp’ is a primitive root mod p) and gp”pP” = 1 modp”” 
by Euler’s theorem. If g” s k modp, then grip” = kPS modp”” because 
(4’)~’ E 0 modp S+‘ifl>l (seeLemma2or3). 
DEFINITION 1. Let e,, e, ,..., eP- r the integers 1 < e, ,..., ep-, ( p”+ ’ such 
that e, = 2rp’, e3 = 3@,..., e,-, z (p - l)rp’ modp”“; let e, =pSt2 -e, - 
e, - .‘. -e,_,; we have that 1 < e, <pst2. We define P(X) = P,.,(X) = 
e,X+e,X* + +.. +ep_,XP-‘, 
P(X) = Q,.,(x) = f’( 1) - 4U 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) P(l)=p”+‘; Q(l)=O. 
(ii) P(X) = X + 2’X* + .*a + (p- l)‘Xp-’ modp; P(X)E N[X]. 
(iii) P(c) c < + g'p'(X + g*‘P’<R’ + . . . + g(Pp2jrp-’ 8' ' E -Q(r), r 
modpSt’. 
Proof (i) By construction. 
(ii) By Fermat’s little teorem we have that e, = 2’, e3 s 3’,..., ep-, = 
(p-1)’ modp; also, e,=-e,-e,-..~-e,_,r1-((1+2’+.~~+ 
(p- 1)‘)~ 1 modp, because 1 ,<r<p-3. 
(iii) By 0) have 
(p - 1)‘) = ( l,;s...,gCp-*“] 
P(X) s -Q(X) mod@’ 2; since 
( 1, 2’...., mod p, we have that { 1, 2@,.... 
(p - l)@} = { l,grp’ ,..., g’pP2)rpr} modp”+ ‘; but e, z 2’p’ ,.,., ep-, = (p - I)‘“‘ 
mod p” ’ I, hence 
e, 3 1 - (1 + 2rp’ + . . . +(p- l)‘PT)_ 1 -(I +g’p’+ . . . +g(Pm?)rp”) 
=l-g 
P’CP-l)t. -1 
= 1 modp”“. 
g’-1 - 
The proof follows from these facts and from the definition of t. 
PROPOSITION 2. 6) A”-‘-‘IQW, ~Pp’%Q(O 
(ii) Q(<“) _ n(PpI-r)P’ Q(l) modpSt ‘for all n E N. 
ProoJ (i) Let R,(X)=X+2”X2 + . . . f (p- l)“XpP’. Since Q(X)- 
-R,(X) modp, it is enough to prove that for 1 <n <p - 1, A”-‘-“jR,,(<), 
Ap-” j’R,(r). But then R,(X) G (1 - X)p-l-fl T,(X) modp, where 
T,,(X) E Z[X] are such that T,(l) = n!. As p= cIP-’ the proof follows 
easily. 
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(ii) If pin, then Q(<“) = Q( 1) = 0 3 n’P-‘-r’p”Q(<) mod ps+ ‘, since 
l<r<p-3. If pkn, let mEN such that g”‘=n modp, then gmi?‘=nps 
modp”+‘. We have that g@Q((") E -(g'p'<X + g2"ps<R' + . . . + g'Pp2"p'(p ’ 
+g ‘p--‘h’s() s -(~+g”‘(” + . . . +g’Pp2)‘P’~Rpm2) E Q(r) modp’+l by 
Proposition l(iii). From this it follows that g’“““Q(~‘“) E Q(c) modp” ’ (by 
induction), thus nrp’Q(r”) = Q(r) mod@+ ’ and finally 
DEFINITION 2. Let rEN with l<r<p-3 be fixed. For s>:O and 
j,I> 1, we define 
also 
4i.,(S) = 
\‘ 
(2!~3/' +li)(P--l-r)p'-I . 
/,tr1+--. t/,=/ I,! I,! .*. li! ' 
ll+2/>t.. tr/,=j 
D,,,(s) = 1. D,i,,(S) = 0 if j/=0 <j+I. 
Remark. The numbers (-l)j’Ij! D.i,,(s) are similar to Stirling numbers 
of the first kind. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let e,,...,e,-,, P(X), Q(X) be as in DeJnition 1. Let 
m E ZCp, (localization at (p)); then 
mod p”’ ’ ifs+1~p-2-r,ormodp”~~~‘/Z~~‘~‘ifs$1>p-2-r. 
Proof. Let j > 1 and /, ,..., lj E N be such that 1= I, + ... + lj > l., let 
A ,,.,,, ,, = ljl L Q(r) ‘, ’ i i 1 i=,li! i 
By Lemma 2 and by the Proposition 2(i), we have that A,,,,,,,, is A-integer 
and /l’p~2--r”t11AI,,,,. I., (,I(,?.‘//! since 12 1); thus if 1 >p we have 
that A(P-?-r)P+k _~(dJ1)(P--2--r)+(P-1~~r) 
lA,I ,.... ,,r that is, Ai ,...., li=O 
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mOdpP-2-r P-‘-r II if 1, + ..a + fj >p. Hence, by formula (2), given at the 
beginning of this section, we have 
(1 -m(y (1 -m&e2 . . . (1 -m(P-‘)%I 
p-1 ps+z 
E \‘ \- mk;; 
,rC, kc(, 
Y  wk-j (f+J) , +, +Ji+, :f A, I..... f, 
j=O 
/,i*/:+. +l,i=j 
mod p p-2-r p-1-r 1 1 
where it is understood that the last sum takes the value 1 if I = j = 0 and the 
valueOifI.j=O<I+j. 
To wind up the proof it is enough to prove that if I, + I2 + ... + li <p - 1 
then 
A 
(2’23’1 . . . j'j)(pm'pr)ps-' 
/‘...../, = I,! I,! .** lj! 
,Qcr,l,,+,2+ 
It is enough then to prove that for 1 < t ,< j, 
1 
I,! 
but if ~jt this 
then 
is a consequence of Proposition 2(ii), since ptl,!, and if pit, 
L (Q(e) , ‘I 
“1 modp”+‘. 
modp”“, 
j =O=” I, [Q(t>]‘t mod@+‘, if I,>l, 
I,!\ t / ‘I’ 
since 1 < r <p - 3 (remember our convention (Q(<‘))’ = 1). 
Observation. Lemma 3 can further clarify Proposition 3. 
Let us observe also that it M, Q are indeterminates, then 
For j, 1 E N let 
Dj,, = Dj,[(0) = \’ 
(2’23’? . . . j’,)PmmZmr 
I,+ /I+. ‘. t/,=/ I , !  I , !  ... li! . 
/,t2/,t’..tJ/,-~j 
PROPOSITION 4. 
Then: 
(i) rf.n > 2, 
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Let 1 E N, 1 < 1 <p - 1 and let A4 be an indeterminate. 
p-1 
-i- D,,Mk= 5 Dk,,Mk 
k:I k=l 
1 
=- 
l! 
(ii) Ifk,t>O, 
D kttp2.1 = DkJ modp. 
(iii) If0 < k<p*, 
D pl-k,, E (-1)“-’ D,, modp. 
Proof: Observe first that 
)’ ( z0 Mpk)’ modp. 
If Y is an indeterminate we have 
(& Yk)l= z. (“:_i, l) Yk; 
moreover, since 1 < I< p - 1, 
(“:i,l )=Omodp forp-1+ 1 <k<p- 1. 
Thus 
\‘ D, ,Mk 
kyl ’ 
E + “\“’ jP-2-rM.i 
. L 
)’ (:I ii:‘, ‘) M”‘) (SO Mpzk) modp. 
Let us observe now that the degree of the polynomial (Cf:; j”- 2-‘M’)’ 
(2::; ( i y; ’ ) MP”) is equal to p* - 1 <p2. The proofs follow easily from 
these facts. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let s = 1 and let e, . e, ,.... epm,, Q(X) be as in 
Definition 1. Then for all m E L,,, such that m f 1 modp, we have that 
ProoJ From Proposition 3 we have that 
P-1 
Now, observe that for 1 < I <p - 1, 
Di,,( 1) = D,JO) = D,i., mod P, 
use Lemma 3, Proposition 4(i), Fermat’s Little Theorem and the fact that 
Ape ’ mrl Q(r) to complete the proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let p > 5 be a prime integer, lf a primitive pth root of unit!, 
and A = < - 1. Let a, b E Z\pZ such that p$a + b, and r an integer such 
that 1 < r < p - 3. In order that there exists q E Z with 
(a + b<)(a + brZ)lr ... (a + bcp m’)‘pm ‘)‘z qp modpA’ 
(or mod pk or modp), it is necessary and sufficient that the following 
congruence be satisfied: 
In + 2PmZmrm2 + JPmZmrm3 + . . . + (p - I)PPZm’mP ’ E 0 modp, (*) 
where m z -b/a mod p. 
ProoJ By Lemma 1 and Definition 1, it is suffkient to prove that if 
s = 1 and m = -b/a, then 
F(t) = (1 - mc)el (1 - m<2)‘2 . . . (1 -m~Pp’)‘p-I -pPmodpA’ 
(or mod pA, or modp) for some p E L,,, if and only if condition (*) is 
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satisfied. (Observe that 1 + 2’ + ..s + (p - 1)‘~ e, + ez + ... + ep , = 0 
mod p.) But this is a consequence of Proposition 5. since p - 1 -Y > 2, 
A”~“‘IQ(<) and Ap-‘,/‘Q(~). 
COROLLARY. Let I be an even integer, 2 < r < p - 3; then in order that 
there exists q E Z such that 
(1 + ml + nzr . . . (1 +rP-1)(P-‘)‘~qP,,dp~2 
(or mod pA, or modp), it is necessary and sufjcient that 
ProoJ: By Theorem 1 (with a = b = 1, m = -l), it is enough to prove 
that Cp:: (-l)kkP-l-r=O modp, if and only ifpl(2P~r-2)Bp~,~r. But 
this follows from well-known properties of Bernoulli’s numbers. 
Remark. If 2 is a primitive root modp then the previous corollary 
implies that n::: (1 + <i)ir = q modp for some q E Z, and r even 2 < r < 
p - 3 if and only if pII?-, --r. In this case the converse of the affirmation 
made in Remark 2 of the Introduction can be easily proven by using the 
identity 
1 + (2j = 
l _ czj+l 
1 - (2’ * 
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